COMMENTS
1. The lectures were very disorganized, but our fantastically organized and available TF,
Linh, more than made up for Elie's disorganization.
2. Linh clearly put a lot of effort into developing quality section materials, and she was very
accessible outside of class to answer our questions. She cared deeply about us
understanding the material, and this greatly influenced the amount of knowledge we
were able to take away from the course.
3. Linh goes above and beyond to be helpful. Her final review session was very clarifying
and useful. I think that the course was disorganized, and I lacked the requisite
background, so that it was beyond the point of saving for me. I was never really going to
understand what was going on at a deep level. But Linh made a wonderful effort, and I
am grateful to her for that.
4. Linh was a FANTASTIC TF. I am so grateful for all of her guidance. This course could
have been a trainwreck if we did not have Linh, who was organized, always available to
talk in person or over email, and had a firm and deep grasp of the material.
5. Linh provided excellent additional materials in order to fill in and reinforce the technical
details of lectures. I think most of the material I ended up absorbing was thanks to her
help.
6. Linh was great in explaining concepts clearly and was really accessible outside of class
and sections via email.
7. Fantastic-- a great complement to Elie's teaching.
8. Linh was a fantastic TF. Her review section before the final exam was incredible - it
helped me see connections I hadn't in class, and her feedback on assignments was
fantastic. She always followed up on questions she hadn't been able to answer on the
spot, either via email or in a later section. Often those kinds of questions go unanswered
forever, but Linh's thorough approach really helped me tie up loose ends.
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